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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOW TO CLEAN BATTING HELMETS 
Batting helmets include interior padding. If it isn’t removable, spray the outside & inside of the helmet and 
padding thoroughly with a sanitizing spray, taking special care to clean the crown of the helmet and inside the 
crevices. Allow to fully air dry. Make sure your batting helmet is completely dry before the next use. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOW TO CLEAN A BASEBALL BAT AND BALL 
Baseball bats and balls come in contact with all kinds of germs. Thankfully, disinfecting is easy. First, remove 
any loose dirt or debris (use a brush if necessary. Then, spray thoroughly with a disinfecting spray, paying 
special attention to the grip of the bat. Allow to dry before using again. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOW TO CLEAN BASEBALL UNIFORMS 
Very soiled baseball uniforms can first be laundered and dried, then sprayed with a disinfectant and 
deodorizing sports gear or clothing spray if you wish. Spraying your uniform will help ensure that there is no 
bacteria present when you wear it next. Allow your baseball uniform to fully dry before the next use. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOW TO CLEAN BASEBALL GLOVES 
Do not use regular sanitation wipes or spray on your ball glove as it can ruin the leather. For regular 
sanitizing, we recommend sourcing out a leather-safe cleaner.  Grab a brush and wipe away any excess dirt .  
Use a soft rag, preferably cotton, to wipe down the glove with a leather friendly soap (avoid soap specifically 
for shoes and saddles as these will leave a residue on your glove that is very difficult to get off).  Let soap sit 
for a minute, then wipe away. This last step is important: Condition the glove with oil or a glove rub to keep 
the leather from drying out and cracking.  
 
SPECIAL NOTE: Individuals disinfecting equipment are encouraged to use gloves while using disinfectants and 
follow the manufacturer’s directions for use. All disinfectants should be stored properly, in a safe area, out of 
the reach of children or vulnerable persons. 
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https://www.baseballexpress.com/baseball-holiday-gift-guide/cyber-week-specials/wilson-premium-glove-oil-wta6764
https://www.baseballexpress.com/rawlings-glovolium-glove-rub-glvrub

